Perverse Martyrologies: An Interview with Ron Athey by Johnson, D





Ron Athey has been a key figure in the development of performance art since the early 1990s. His influence has been felt especially strongly in Europe, where he continues to tour new performances and, more recently, also curate events. However, institutional acknowledgment of his practice in the US has been obstructed, arguably because of his stigmatisation in the Culture Wars. The enduring political fallout of the scandal, and its conservative observance by curators, has seemingly prevented some cultural institutions from showcasing his work. This relative absenting has taken place regardless of Athey’s centrality to the development of contemporary performance, as demonstrated by the critical attention to his work, and the debts owed to his influence by a generation of younger practitioners.​[1]​ 

This interview performs a timely historical intervention for several reasons. While histories have indeed acknowledged Athey’s major contribution to the development of performance and visual art, rarely has his work been afforded the focused critical weight that it demands. Commentaries such as those by Jane Blocker, Marvin Carlson, C. Carr and Carole S. Vance discuss his work in terms of the NEA controversies;​[2]​ writers such as Amelia Jones, in her influential book Body Art / Performing the Subject, discuss his work in an overarching critical proposition that engages more extensively with other artists;​[3]​ historical surveys, most notably RoseLee Goldberg’s, include his work but only in fleeting (and perhaps misleading) terms.​[4]​ Having achieved an extensive and varied body of work, a thorough study of Athey’s practice on its own terms is clearly overdue.

In Performance: Live Art since the 60s, Goldberg gestures to a further problem in the reception of Athey and other artists. In her grand overview, Athey’s ‘extraordinary and breath-stopping actions’ signal a curious historical development, in that “[the] body art that has re-emerged in the ‘90s is of a far more virulent and highly publicized strain than before,’ that is, its emergence in the late 1960s.​[5]​ Appropriating the language of contagion, Goldberg attributes this ‘virulent’ return to the contemporary horror of AIDS, and the widespread anger aroused by punitive retaliations and legislated homophobia. Lea Vergine stages a formally similar historical reading of performance trends in the 1990s, arguing that the decade is notable for a critical mass in artistic practices that explore ‘the phenomenon of shifting identities, technological contaminations, and… hybridizations’, specifically centred on the body. In naming Athey, Matthew Barney, Franko B and Marcel.Lí Antúnez-Roca as archetypes of this re-emergence, Vergine foregrounds such bodies as ‘martyred and exultant flesh’ reconfigured as the ‘mangled appendage of a post-human condition’. Like Goldberg, therefore, Vergine summarizes the 1990s as a decade in which ‘the body made its return – at nearly thirty years of distance from the scandal (which it once had been) of Body Art – as the seat and arbiter of multiple identities’.​[6]​ While Vergine is a persuasive and sensitive reader of Athey’s practice, describing his aesthetic as ‘the birth of sinister delight and an air of fable in the midst of the… demented and abject’, her periodizing account seems to fix him, problematically, as a curio from an obscure and apparently distant time.​[7]​ I suspect that this effect has been naturalized to some extent, in the familiar assumption that ‘Body Art’ is a meaningful yet historically remote category of work; it is likely, however, that any attempt to disregard artistic practices as suddenly irrelevant, on account of this conferral, in fact signifies less an watertight distinction than a convenient refusal of those artists one defers into Body Art’s ambiguous province.

In the extended conversation below, Ron Athey discusses his performance practices as a staging of crisis, sexuality and the death drive in the time of AIDS. In works such as his celebrated Torture Trilogy (1992-95), Athey has challenged the purported sanctity of the body, and specifically those meanings and values that claim sovereign command of it through religious, moral and other disciplinary logics. Athey has written, ‘In my performance material, I am guilty of enhancing my history, situation and surroundings into a perfectly depicted apocalypse, or at least a more visual atrocity.’​[8]​ As such, in these earlier works, Athey explored the relation between body and text in terms of his experience of intravenous drug abuse and HIV infection, often rehearsing the traumatic emergence of verbal testimony within the registers of physical crisis.​[9]​ Recalling also his idiosyncratic childhood, his inherited ‘calling’, he continues, ‘it’s taken very little work for me to parallel my experiences with the jewelled doomsday prophecies from the Book of Revelations.’​[10]​ Recent works such as Incorruptible Flesh (Perpetual Wound) (2007) and his current series of Self-Obliteration solos (2008) continue these explorations, as an ‘ecstatic’ theatre of wordless spectacle.​[11]​

Works such as Incorruptible Flesh and Judas Cradle (2005) are demonstrative of Athey’s extensive and rigorous research practice; his literary erudition and the subtle diversity of his sources, however, are often overlooked in critical accounts of his work. Judas Cradle evidences in-depth knowledge of the development of operatic traditions and the history of European torture, since the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, respectively; Incorruptible Flesh re-stages Sophocles’ classical tragedy Philoctetes (409 BCE), referencing Ron Vawter’s final performance in collaboration with John Jesurun, Philoketetes-Variations (1994), James Bidgood’s Pink Narcissus (1971) and Wagner’s epic Parsifal (1882), among other texts. Similarly, the visual vocabulary of Solar Anus (1998) draws on an essay of the same name by Georges Bataille, and a series of photographic auto-portraits by Pierre Molinier.​[12]​ In the twenty-minute solo performance, these appropriations are given life under the sign of a grisly Hollywood myth: in her later vaudeville turns, a scaffold of needles and wire was stitched into the scalp of an aging Marlene Dietrich, to hold the sagging flesh of her face in an immobile smile. The deft collision between a grim anecdote and the forefathers of Surrealism is representative of Athey’s encyclopaedic (and esoteric) repertoire of influences. Below, Athey discusses his influences, including Bataille, Molinier, Jean Genet, Reza Abdoh and David Wojnarowicz.

Spending time with and talking to Athey is a rich primer on the fringes and beyond of the historical radars of art and performance. As he explains, he has been actively invested in developing scenes in an around punk and club performance since the early 1980s. As such, to explore his references is to learn a far-reaching and mostly unwritten sub-history of experimental practitioners, each an outsider to the cultural purview of performance scholarship. To broach the relations between Athey and varied and often uncategorisable exiles in the hinterlands of cultural practice – such as Genesis P-Orridge, Kembra Pfahler or Johanna Went – is to ask, implicitly, why so little scholarship exists about their achievements. Such questioning also tests the strict yet unstated limits that the academy has drawn around its archive of possible referents. A relatively small coterie of accepted historical precedents have been more or less canonised in the official histories of performance after 1960.​[13]​ Research into a broad spectrum of performance-makers, though, perhaps reveals more familiar examples to be insufficient touchstones for thinking the full diversity of experimental performance practice since the 1960s. 

Moreover, it is insufficient to argue that Athey’s critical and institutional marginalization has taken place on account of his prioritizing of sexuality, bodily functions, disease and death. To offer such an apologia for critical oversights would simply offer consolation for the phobic refusals that characterized the reception of Athey, Robert Mapplethorpe, or Andres Serrano in the early 1990s.​[14]​ As such, Athey affirms, in his persistence, Jennifer Doyle’s assertion that ‘queer criticism’ should seek to ‘call into question the disciplinary narratives that have formed around queer art that has been absorbed into the canonical record… or that stubbornly remains “underground”,’ a redefinition that Doyle herself articulates with direct reference to Athey’s critical placement.​[15]​ Moreover, the faithful reproduction of the canon takes place at the expense of those artists who consistently evade official culture, in its delimited estimations of the appropriate – and culturally urgent – horizons of cultural reception.

Dominic Johnson: What is your process leading up to the staging of a performance? How do you carry out research and through what processes and techniques does the piece come about?

Ron Athey: My pieces are usually not based on any ‘issues’ defined clearly in advance. I think, initially, they come out of posing a tough, philosophical question that I work through in the process of making. When making Deliverance (1995) right at the point that anti-retroviral therapy was becoming standard treatment, I asked: When faced with terminal illness, how does the belief and definition of healing change; and then I made a fantastical leap. This of course referred me back to my upbringing, and to experiences of pursuing miracles, such as faith healing. I’m not always consciously motivated by the horrors of the body, but the mortal tightrope feeds this tension, whether clearly at the beginning of my career, or looking back at the outrageous exhibitionism of Solar Anus. In that piece, for example, I thought: How to queer Georges Bataille? The image of Pierre Molinier auto-penetrating his anus with a dildo attached to his high-heel really affects me, as an articulate expression of defiance. Once that’s established as a source, a part of me wants to reinvent the costume before really establishing the structure of the piece. But I seem to be on a cycle of creating (for me) ‘minimal’ solos and grander theatrical pieces. When I find a logic, or avenues of new inspiration, these start coming to life. I also work on images through writing down dreams, and especially cognitive dreaming. This isn’t an easy part of myself to reckon with, as it goes back to the insanity of my childhood experiences, but really adds flair to problem solving. I have altered other aspects of performance with hypnosis, which at this point happens almost automatically as part of my process.

DJ: The Monster in the Night of the Labyrinth seemed to make such brilliant sense, in that Bataille’s writings have so clearly influenced your work.​[16]​ What is that draws you to Bataille’s writings?

RA: Reading Bataille – especially Visions of Excess, Literature and Evil, and The Trial of Gilles de Rais – definitely helped me make sense of my own work. While I am unwilling and unable to pull my punches, I also experience a paranoia about what I’m unleashing on audiences. Some of Bataille’s major premises as the ‘excremental philosopher’, and his accusations (such as his critique of conservative Surrealists in their name-dropping of de Sade), resonated deeply in me.​[17]​ He elevated filth to sacred status, Incestuous Mother, Perverted Priests, while completely destroying familial, cultural and societal myths. He even claimed Jean Genet was over-rated! Well, that one hurt my feelings for a minute. His essay ‘Solar Anus’ triggered and fit my view of the magic tricks inherent in the anus. But visually it was the self-portraits of Pierre Molinier from the 1970s that fed the visuals to me. Rather than fetishising a young girl’s anus (like Bataille), Molinier was obsessed with his own 70-something-year-old asshole. With the required stockings and heels, he successfully transformed himself into a cheesecake pinup figure, the look drilled in through cut’n’pasted repeat images and mandala formations.

DJ: You’ve described the rectum as the ‘homosexual weapon’, and Amelia Jones has written that your asshole ‘has its own place’ in the history of visual art.​[18]​ What, to you, are the cultural, political and artistic implications of the asshole? How have you explored these in different works, and to what effects?

RA: There is a homophobic repulsion at the idea of the rectum as a receptacle for sex; or further, a more general body-phobia (that many gay men also share) of the turned-out asshole as fist-hole: punch-fucking, double fisting, dark red hankies and the elbow-to-armpit fist. There’s also the pathology of shit-eaters, a direct link to cannibalism. But more importantly, in our time, this particular hole garners more phobias for its symbolic potency as a receptacle for disease. Leo Bersani’s essay, ‘Is the Rectum a Grave?’ is useful here, but closer to home is Coil’s ‘Anal Staircase’.​[19]​ Bataille’s revelation is that the anus is both the day and the night. In keeping with this idea, a brief assholeography of my work would read:

Deliverance (1995): In the ‘Psychic Surgery’ sequence, several metres of pink stretch banners are pulled out of my ass and draped around the central two-level set piece; an enema is then administered, and the water expelled into clear cylinders pre-filled with glitter. Later in the performance, in a section called ‘Rod ‘n’ Bob: A Post AIDS Boy-Boy Show’ with Brian Murphy, after genital ‘castration’ (using surgical staples) we ride a double dildo while I read a text in as calmly modulated a voice as possible. The double-dildo connection is severed with large sheers by a figure called The Icon, an act we call the second castration.

Trojan Whore (1995): in this short solo, devised as a tribute to Leigh Bowery, I appear encased inside a stuffed lady body. The casing is cut open, and I emerge, in drag. I’m bent over, and an endless strand of pearls is pulled out of my rectum.

Solar Anus: the pearl trick opens this work, followed by auto-penetration with dildo attachments on my high heels: a slow motion, penetrative can-can, modeled on Molinier.

Judas Cradle: in the middle of an operatic duo-drama, I climb a ladder and mount the judas cradle – a large wooden pyramid used as a ‘gentler’ form of torture in the Spanish Inquisition. This is penetration with a steep learning curve.

I am currently working on the second action in my Self-Obliteration series, Sustained Rapture, that will somehow capture full-throttle punch-fucking.

DJ: To some audiences, some of the sexual acts you perform may be unfamiliar, even monstrous. What is the attraction, on your part, of bringing these events to the theatre?

RA: I do think about the experience-levels of audience, but mainly I acknowledge that it’s so varied. If the audience provides the possibility of an entire spectrum of experiences, why does the standard focus attend to the lowest common denominator and privilege the inexperienced heterosexual? I think an image can unify the sexually jaded and naïve, and in the transformation become something else altogether. That ‘something else’ can become beautiful, like a dripping strand of pearls, but it can also be a stand-in for violation, or, in another mood, an act of defiance. What is my attraction, or drive, in exposing these actions? Honestly, it’s not a strategy of shock, but of generosity. The image or action must be shown. Pulling one’s punches may be the tradition, but I still quiver when live, real-time experience happens.

DJ: I remember you saying that Annie Sprinkle suggested that you might incorporate safe sex messages into your performances. Her conception of sex as healing, as spiritual path, or as a form of public absolution at first seems diametrically opposed to your project, but in fact your work has often staged rituals of sexualised cleansing, or purging through eroticism (I’m thinking of the blood-washing scene in 4 Scenes in a Harsh Life, and the Patty Powers douching segment in Joyce [2003]). How do you respond to a holistic sexual politics?

RA: To provide a context for my response: safe sex messages seemed obligatory by the latter-days of ACT UP in the late 1980s and early 1990s, so I can see that, in a narrative performance about sex, there could be space for that kind of information. But I couldn’t imagine including a public service announcement for the betterment of the audiences for my work. Yes, sexualized cleansing acts have been staged in some of my performances, but the effect of these acts is not instructional, and they’re often set in another time period: Biblical, or the 1960s. I’m not sure how successful I’ve ever been in addressing current politics unless there’s a deeply personal link. AIDS may be the exception, because it involves a complex galaxy of issues revolving around life and sex and death. But I do also reference other specific events, like the Abu Ghraib sequences in the projected video of Judas Cradle, or the re-imagining of queer unions in the three-way wedding scene in 4 Scenes in a Harsh Life. In these, I was able to tease out something that’s more like role-playing, which resonates differently to sincerity.

DJ: I’d like to dwell on some of the thoughts you’ve just raised. Richard Dellamora writes that ‘AIDS has not destroyed the memory of gay existence, but it has made such destruction imaginable’.​[20]​ Thinking perhaps about your early work, or about personal events in the 1980s, how have living through that the height of AIDS informed your practice, or indeed your outlook?

RA: If I look through my personal photographs from that era, and see a table full of people, a small percentage of them are still alive. AIDS destroyed my world, so, how to go forward? And how to reckon with my own sickness? I still feel at odds with planning for the future. I was diagnosed HIV-positive in 1986 – a death sentence until the three-therapy cocktail. But by that time I had already lived ten years of that sentence, and had been through the deaths of too many friends. (Having been an IV drug-user, and being gay, I had a particularly high number of sick friends.) And idols I never met also died: the death of David Wojnarowicz devastated me. I wrote down a line, ‘The Best are Already Dead’, and felt this for some time. This heaviness triggered what I call the ‘dissociative sparkle,’ which for me was manifested firstly in the grandiosity of the Torture Trilogy. In those three works, all the players (sick men, caregivers) recede into the paintings of Christian martyrology: my appropriation of esoterica and definitions of healing simultaneously heightened and became grim. The first part, Martyrs & Saints opens with Pigpen strapped into the frame of a pyramid, having blood drawn, which refers to a dying friend’s morphine hallucinations; at the end of Deliverance (and of the trilogy) the bodies of the three men are restrained in body bags and buried under hundreds of pounds of dirt, with wailing butch women atop the mound.

From there, it’s a case of ‘Still Here’ in the ‘post-AIDS’ era of the cocktail. The living corpse of the Incorruptible Flesh manifestations,​[21]​ wrestling the death drive in the Self-Obliterations. For me, whether or not these images are front- or back-loaded with the specter of AIDS, it’s still relevant, and representative of life: of learning to love the monster, pseudo-health aesthetics, and the giver of death, anal sex.

DJ: You mention David Wojnarowicz, and I can see the links between your work and his, and why his example would be so vital to you. I wonder, though, about the importance of other artists whose lives were also cut short, yet whose influence on the official histories of performance have not been fully registered, at the level of, say, the market or the academy. I’m thinking specifically of artists close to you, like Lawrence Steger, Reza Abdoh, or Rozz Williams. Beyond these, also, I’m wondering about practising artists whom I’d want to relate you to, like Kembra Pfahler, Genesis P-Orridge, Goddess Bunny or Johanna Went. Can you say something about these figures, and what it means for them to have not, perhaps, been assimilated into cultural histories? What is it that is resistant in their work? 

RA: Well, this is about access to information, exclusion from proper mediums for whatever reasons, and the validity of underground sources, such as the importance of ‘zines before the Internet. NoMag in LA profiled bands, and published smart political satires, did features on custom tattooing (a profoundly new concept in 1980), and also covered artists like Johanna Went, Z’EV, and The Kipper Kids. RE/Search Publications was available as a tabloid, and documented ‘industrial culture’, such as Throbbing Gristle, SPK, Monte Cazazza, and Survival Research Laboratories. I believe this not only led the curious such as myself into looking at a culture broader than the music scene, but also changed the way that my generation looked, firstly by examining body modification in tribal cultures, and eventually the Modern Primitives scene. More intimately, it seemed like people older than me kept their own archive. I spent weeks with a Yippie who owned a punk record store called Toxic Shock, while he played me everything he had that could have led to the emergence of the industrial bands: John Cage, weird Captain Beefheart offshoots, particularly interesting bits of New Music. Or Don Bolles, the Germs drummer, who collected Alarma! – a very graphic tabloid of accident and murder photographs from Mexico.

I remember talking to Genesis P-Orridge at Vaginal Davis’ Club Sucker – a Sunday Afternoon Punk Rock Teadance – on a particularly lively week, and he seemed to be loving the scene, but asked, ‘why punk’? Certainly that’s a valid question, why alternative Queercore went that way.​[22]​ Rozz Williams was my first boyfriend, and basically lived as a deathrock woman during that time (79-82). His band Christian Death was largely responsible for the goth aesthetic, though it had not yet been named. And the next in my ‘I’m with the band’ moment was Edward Stapleton of and also lovers with Edward Stapleton, of the très intellectual synth-punk-queer band Nervous Gender; they were 15 years ahead of the techno dance scene, using synthesizers and drum machines, and lyrics such as ‘Jesus was a cock-sucking Jew from Galilee, Jesus was just like me, a Homosexual Nymphomaniac’. Anyway, those people were creating, not appropriating nostalgia. 

There is currently an ACT UP era show at UCLA’s Fowler Museum, that includes the stars such as Wojnarowicz, Félix González Torres, and Gran Fury, but also much more underground activist artists who contributed to zines like Infected Faggot Perspectives and Diseased Pariah News. This period of the late 1980s and early ‘90s was one of the last issue-driven movements, and the energy, with all its rage and despair, is still palpable. Why, though, is ‘timeless’ art considered more valid than the ephemeral? I care more if it has at least cut to the quick at some point, as opposed to it being a piece of smartypants art in a vitrine for semi-eternity. Do I need to read another queer Warhol essay?

Of course the Internet and the nature of Google searches supports and dilutes the distribution of obscure information. It’s not exhaustive, but I’d imagine some of my profound isolation at a younger age would have been relieved if I had known that certain artists or events existed or had taken place. It was a slow journey through books for me. Scenes can be described superficially, and again, are ephemeral, and therefore are deemed not to be of great importance, but in my life this is where creativity has been stoked and supported. That is, there are great influences on creators of work that are outside of academia. Performance created for audiences of other students rarely has the same edge as performance made for a general (even if specific) audience: it’s not so easy for the latter to be masturbatory.

DJ: To pursue P-Orridge’s question: what is it about punk that is being sustained or rethought in your work, and/or in the work of artists like Johanna Went, Vaginal Davis or Goddess Bunny? I am reminded of Kembra Pfahler’s term ‘availablism’, as the desire and necessity for DIY culture, but does it go deeper into the aesthetics and politics of punk?

RA: Let me preface by saying I feel rebellious about this topic because I’m surrounded by friends my age who are nostalgic for that era. I’m not. I think punk is too general a term. But, other than religion and suburban ghetto life, I had no cultural references before punk. DIY is probably the most brilliant aspect of that movement. I suppose I also felt green-lighted to proudly explore anything abject as part of the ‘fuck you’ attitude. So being a faggot was helpful, and being a junkie gave me credibility. How this informs me now? It would never occur to me that I should hold back in my politics or aesthetic, or whitewash the work I make. I do recognise the rough, unfinished punk aesthetic in Kembra’s visuals, and I don’t think Vag is capable of reverence. Let’s leave the Goddess in her own category. If punk is the last holdout in a slick, commodified, homogenized culture, I think I can believe in it again. But does punk continue to be a counter-balance against the hippy love thing, as well as against the system, or is it a parody of a clown show?

DJ: Thinking backwards from punk, as a means of approaching your performance heritage from a different, literary perspective, how and when did you discover Genet, and what was its effect on you?​[23]​

I don't mean to be too dramatic about him, but Genet saved my raggedy teenager life. Isolated, post-religion, post-home-dwelling, I couldn’t quite figure anything out, and I read Our Lady of the Flowers, The Thief’s Journal, Miracle of the Rose, and Querelle de Brest. These books resonated with me: not only the themes and antics of Darling and Divine, the dissociative hallucinations of tattoos on rough trade objects of desire, but importantly, I was reassured by the legend of the conditions under which Genet was writing. This history validated my fucked-up queer perspective. I met Patrice Repose, the singer of the band Gobscheit, and she was a Genet fanatic. She wanted to direct Rozz Williams and I in The Maids, so I started studying Solange’s lines. Unfortunately, we never did our kinky goth-industrial version of The Maids (it would have been 1981), but it brought me deeper under the influence of Genet, and certainly expanded my inner visions of what it might be possible to stage.

DJ: Continuing with the thought of relations between you and other makers of performance, I know that you worked with Reza Abdoh as a performer in his film, The Blind Owl (1992). I think there are some interesting comparisons to be made between your work and his. Would this be a meaningful comparison for you?

RA: I remember seeing a piece of Reza’s in the early 1990s in the ballroom of an old hotel in the MacArthur Park region of LA. It was a live tele-novella in Spanish, and he had brought up a pack of trannies from Tijuana to perform in it. I met him when he was preparing Bogeyman (1991), parts of which were obviously heavily researched (and cast) at Club Fuck, including our theme song, which was by Ministry. I had never seen an insane non-narrative production with a huge budget before, and I was hugely inspired by the way he was able to structure chaos. And the three-story set was extremely grandiose. It was with his usual cast plus the Goddess Bunny and the mad queen behind Club Fuck, my little sister Cliff Diller. I think I felt inspired to go large. His relationship to Burroughs’ cut-ups was really effective, simultaneous and overlapping outbursts configuring something new. But as physical as it was, it was still theatre. Later I saw a few Richard Foreman pieces, Benita Canova (1998) and Bad Boy Nietzsche (2000), and could see his apparent influence on Reza’s work.

DJ: Tell me more about Club Fuck. More generally, too, how was club performance important to your development as an artist? 

RA: The dynamics of a bona fide scene are intense, as in life changing. I don’t tend to think of myself as a ‘scenester’, but I was present and active in a series of cultural moments: ghetto gay disco (as opposed to the gay ghetto), 1977-80; the inland empire suburban and then Hollywood punk scenes, 1979-83;​[24]​ death rock, 1980-82; industrial culture, including bands like TG, SPK, Cabaret Voltaire, 1980-84.​[25]​ After 1983, the LA scene returned to big fashion-scene clubs and gigs seemed kind of sad. 12-Step recovery needed to be my residence for quite some time (1986-2007); this internal work doesn’t fit here except that most of the foundational Club Fuck people were also in recovery. 

Tattooing was a huge part of the punk and post-punk scenes, and this identity was incredibly strong in my life, but it was more rigid, conservative and hetero then the Modern Primitive period that started properly in the late 1980s. To become a scene, to become more involved, Modern Primitives needed an evolution of the kind of heavy bodywork that takes years to acquire, a book to contextualize it, and a spokesperson – Fakir Musafar – who eventually trademarked it.​[26]​ In 1990, Club Fuck was a fusion of the Modern Primitive ethos at its most boiling, crossed with the rudest period of the short-lived Queer Nation activists. These tendencies were then crossed again with the most brilliant old-school gay and straight kinks. Directors like Reza Abdoh and Barbet Schroeder were there. Tired celebrities were also panting to get in: Courtney Love, Madonna, Kate Pierson, Jean-Paul Gaultier and, eventually, preposterously, even Liza Minnelli.

Club Fuck was in a small but high-ceilinged cha-cha bar called Tobasco’s, with a corner for four go-go dancers off of the dance-floor. The regulars throughout the entire three years it was at that location (and valid) were myself, Cross [Athey’s former co-performer], Michelle Hell [Michelle Carr] (before Velvet Hammer Burlesque but same harsh look), and Christian White. Rotating were Jenny Shimizu, Bud Hole, and Jake [trans-man porn star Buck Angel]. Performances were sometimes short sets by bands like Vaginal Davis’ art band PME, Rozz Williams and Eva O’s Shadow Project, Drance, and Babyland. There would also be a piercing or SM demonstration, by Elayne and Alex Binnie, Durk Dehner of Tom of Finland fame, and myself. This is what led me back into making performance work again, after a nine-year hiatus. Martyrs & Saints was created there, as a series of individual ten-minutes pieces. In and around our group, the ‘first family’ of Fuck, the early 1990s were really the heavy time of AIDS deaths, so the project was powered by frustration, grief, anger, despair. Sexually charged, exhibitionist behavior rattled through this group like an affirmation of life, and I’m not being wordy with the sentiments. I could suddenly dream and feel and fuck nasty again.

Three fags started Fuck: Miguel Berestain, who had worked selling fashions for years on Melrose; Cliff Diller, an amazing nutty Oklahoma queen and makeup artist; and James Stone, who had been doorman at many of the fashionette clubs in the 1980s. They pow-wowed with us (the regular dancers and performers, plus PME) and the first Sunday night happened with a bang. The music was the launch of Chicago techno dance – My Life with the Thrill Kill Kult, Ministry, as well as Nine Inch Nails and the like. We worked hard to keep it from being overexposed (including a ‘No’ to Madonna’s request to have the upstairs alcove as her private viewing perch, and different door prices for non-queer or no-kinks, as another club had opened – Sinamatic – which was larger and less focused on the theme and was good for the spillover fools). Anyway, three years of sustained intensity was an awesome second wind for me.

At this point I had no real agenda to enter the art venue circuit. Encouragement came from Lydia Lunch, Dennis Cooper, Bob Flanagan and Sheree Rose. I did an excerpt at Highways [Performance Space and Gallery, Los Angeles] in 1991 and performed a full length Martyrs & Saints at LACE [Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions] with a cast of 15. That week, word spread to New York and Chicago, and this was the beginning of my relationships with Julie Tolentino and Lawrence Steger, probably the only two people who ever hand their hands in my work  – literally and on a mentor level – until my opera collaboration [Judas Cradle] with Juliana Snapper in 2004-5. Steger was a brilliant performer, writer and curator, and programmed me into Chicago art venues. Tolentino was a member of David Rousseve’s dance company Reality, and she booked me into New York clubs. She was also behind pivotal early-90s gigs like the ICA [Institute of Contemporary Arts] in London, PS122 in New York, the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, Festival Atlantico in Lisbon, and the Sigma Festival in Bordeaux. I was so into doing club shows that, when we performed Martyrs & Saints at the ICA for three or four consecutive nights, one night we also did a midnight performance at Fist! This was the trip I also met Leigh and Nicola Bowery on a few occasions. 

At some point I became concerned that the tableaux format of Martyrs and 4 Scenes was the result of creating vignettes for clubs, and that I was unsure whether the scenes might fit together or flow in a different way if, instead, it was conceived as an entire 60-minute performance from the start. So during the construction of Deliverance, I mostly stopped performing in clubs, and started doing showcases in more intimate and focused spaces. I do think I would make a performance for a club if I was into the idea, as it’s a completely different kind of reward to be able to grip a drunk distracted audience who didn’t necessarily come to see you. But it’s also a pain in the ass – low-tech, usually with impossible prep conditions.

DJ: Moving in another direction, recently I’ve been reading plays by Bernard-Marie Koltès, a French writer who died of AIDS in 1989, who is considered to be a direct inheritor of Genet’s theatre. Koltès writes, ‘I have always rather detested theatre because theatre is the opposite of life; but I always come back to it and I love it because it is the one place where you say: this is not life.’​[27]​ How do you conceive of the relation between theatre and life?

RA: I don’t know Koltès’ work, but I immediately thought of Artaud, a closer reference for me: ‘Like the plague, the theater has been created to drain abscesses collectively… The theater, like the plague, is in the image of this carnage and this essential separation. It releases conflicts, disengages powers, liberates possibilities, and if these possibilities and these powers are dark, it is the fault not of the plague nor of the theater, but of life.’​[28]​ Artaud is referring to a heavier, sacred form of theatre when he concludes that this emerges from the practice of living. I don’t know if Koltès believes that theatre is dependent on fantasy, or indirect because it’s reduced, symbolised and stylised, but thinking in terms of the theatre (rather than, say, writing a novel) may not, for me, be a choice. I would hope it could accurately convey and, better yet, explore internal/external themes. Theatre is a broad and messy category; unlike Koltès, though, I am in no way talking about plays. I have my own schisms in terms of determining what to stage. Because many of my concepts are developed from autobiographical situations, I think I’m giving ‘realness’. But actually, in my intent, I’m doing something more akin to channeling.

DJ: How would you define ‘realness’? It reminds me of the term ‘butch realness’, and in that sense it seems interesting, in that it is more concerned with the performance of sexual identity than simply, say, an opposition between ‘reality’ and ‘fakery’.

RA: When I say ‘realness’, I mean a sense of being anchored, something with weight; not fantastical in origin, and definitely not strategic or polite. Again, overly sincere life and death topics reign. Action-wise, what started as piercing can be categorized as SM play, but live anal penetration in a non-sexual setting is blatantly not fakery, putting the very ‘real’ roots of homophobia on the table. ‘Realness’ can be used in layers, something ‘real’ – that is, not faked – nevertheless standing in for something fatal. Or in reverse, as in the spontaneous bleeding I’ve been exploring in the Self-Obliteration actions, real infected blood becomes unreal for its lack of explanation: this lack de-martyrs the act.

DJ: Can you tell me about the Self-Obliteration series, their concerns and how you see these developing?

RA: I see this topic as a purgatory of sorts – zeroing in on it rattles me. So I’m not predicting a solution or resolution to your question. The series is not literally about suicide, and also not a metaphor for destroying the ego, but creates an aggravated, suspended state. Again, like much of my work, it’s backed up by heavy life experiences: I attempted suicide a number of times between the ages of 15 and 25, and that will always stigmatize me. A brand of shame is applied to didactic self-destructions, but I’ve experienced a fuller range of revelation within that dark place. It can be a final act of strength, rather than a vortex of unmedicated depression. Somehow these thoughts started brewing after I explored what it means to be an Ecstatic, as a through-line in my research. I’ve always had a tendency to trance out, to have audio hallucinations, or visions. How lucky for me to be born into a radical Pentecostal family of five schizophrenic Scorpio women. In other pieces I’ve explored the vocal and movement aspects of these experiences, but the Ecstatic identification reaches from birth to my current performance practice, coming from within myself. So if I let my psycho-neurological system run wild within a framework – in Self-Obliteration #1 that being a wig, 5 needles and 2 sheets of plate glass – could this happen with minimal action? This glass scene came from Incorruptible Flesh (Perpetual Wound). Identifying myself, the decomposing post-AIDS survivor, with the eternally gaping and unhealing wound of Philoctetes, the glass was used as a barrier to press my nasty gash against the fresh wound I inflicted on your body, as a young Neoptolemus figure run through a Pink Narcissus filter. This is followed by an action on the floor where I shuffle the two sheets of bloody glass over my supine body: a sick frenzy, then holding a pose, and back to a display as a living corpse.

In Self-Obliteration #1, without the interplay of the blood from two bodies, I found pleasure in an emotional distance from the traumatized body, and a fusion of stigmata and glamour. Pinning the opening look (a shiny long blonde wig) to my scalp are thick needles, hidden under the wig cap. So the un-pinning act of removing the wig causes profuse bleeding from unexplained head wounds before my face has been revealed. Masquerading as a blonde and sliding two bloody glass sheets over my body like guillotine blades, this feels like a stand-in. I create an excuse to convulse this living ‘dead’ body. I give out an improvised vocal that is either a death rattle, or perhaps just fucking weary.
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